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Abstract 
Two metrics, based respectively on k-OPT and 2-OPT, for measuring the distance between 
traveling salesman tours are considered and their relationship worked out. 
1. Introduction 
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is the problem of finding the shortest our 
that visits a set of cities. Due to recent advances in algorithm design and computing 
technology, this classic NP-hard problem now appears not as hard as once thought: 
TSPs with up to 3000 cities are being solved to optimality [4], and good tours (with 
tour length less than 2% above optimal) are readily computed for randomly generated 
TSPs with up to lo5 cities on mid-range and desktop machines. See the excellent 
review article by Johnson [l]. 
Using Johnson’s [l] implementation or our [3] recent simpler modification of the 
classic Lin-Kernighan [2] heuristic, it is possible to generate, for a single TSP, many 
good tours. A natural question, then, is to ask how these good tours are distributed in 
the space of tours. 
To study the distribution of tours, one needs to have a suitable metric to measure 
the distance between TSP tours, and some understanding of the neighborhood 
structure induced by the metric. In this paper, we consider two metrics. The first one, 
D, generates the usual k-OPT neighborhoods used in theoretical considerations of 
local search TSP heuristics. It is easy to compute. The second metric d is based on the 
2-OPT transformation employed by most local search heuristics. It seems to be 
a better metric because it reflects the computational effort required to transform one 
tour to another. Unfortunately, it is difficult to compute. 
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Our main result (Theorem 3) establishes abasic relation between the metrics D and 
d. This result together with our computational experiment give reason to believe that 
the easily computed D can serve as a surrogate for d in gauging computational effort. 
Whether d induces neighborhood structures similar to those worked out for D in 
Theorems 1 and 2, however, is unknown. 
2. R-OPT and the distance between tours 
We shall consider only TSPs with undirected links. For a N-city TSP, the space 
Y of tours is the set of (N - 1)!/2 cyclic permutation of the cities 1,2, . . . , N. 
One may measure the distance D between two TSP tours simply in terms of their 
di@izrence in form: If tours T, T’ E F differ in k links, then D(T, T’) = k. 
It is clear that D is a metric on Y. Moreover, it is related to the notion of k-OPT 
formally defined as: Tour T’ is a k-OPT (transformation) of tour T if T’ can be 
obtained by deleting k links from T and reconnecting. We shall call T’ a genuine 
k-OPT of T if T’ is not an I-OPT of T with I < k. 
Simple Fact. D(T, T’) = k if and only if T’ is a genuine k-OPT of T. 
The neighborhoods induced by the metric D, viz. 
N#-)={T’ID(T,T’)<k}, T~F,k=2,3 ,..., 
are precisely the k-OPT neighborhoods used in theoretical considerations of local 
search heuristics. 
The number of tours that are exactly distance k from a tour T is not known and 
appears very difficult to determine. We proceed to approximate it as follows: 
Suppose k links have been deleted from a tour T of N links. Assume no degenerate 
tour segments (i.e. no isolated nodes) are left. Then, accounting for the two ways a tour 
segment may be traversed, the number of possible ways to reconnect he k segments 
into a tour is 2L-‘(k - l)!. Among these possible reconnections, Gk of them lead to 
genuine k-OPTS. Hence, an upper bound approximation is 
“{T’lD(W”) =k}< ; Gk. 
0 
When k 4 N, the number of possible isolated nodes is small relative to N. Therefore, 
we believe this upper bound approximation is very tight. 
Theorem 1. The recursive formula for Cc is 
Cl = 0, Gz = 1, G3 =4, 
Gk = (2k - 4)Gr-1 + (4k - 7)Gkvt + (2k - 4)Gkm3. 
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Table 1 
Values of Gk 
k 
1 0 
2 1 
3 4 
4 25 
5 208 
6 2121 
1 25828 
8 365457 
9 5.89E + 06 
10 1.07E + 08 
p-$-i,! 
0.5000 
0.5208 
0.5417 
0.5523 
0.5605 
0.5665 
0.5711 
0.5748 
11 2.15E + 09 0.5778 
12 4.74E + 10 0.5803 
13 1.14E + 12 0.5824 
14 2.98E + 13 0.5841 
15 8.37E + 14 0.5857 
16 2.52E + 16 0.5870 
17 8.06E + 17 0.5882 
18 2.74E + 19 0.5892 
19 9.90E + 20 0.5902 
20 3.77E + 22 0.5910 
Table 2 
Values of N(m, k) 
m k 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 4 0 0 0 0 
1 21 55 35 0 0 
145 684 987 444 
8 1399 9534 22337 
3 15127 141588 
180 201024 
64 
It is well known that the cardinality of the k-OPT neighborhood grows exponen- 
tially in k. The following result on the growth of Gk with k adds to our understanding 
of the k-OPT neighborhood structure. 
Theorem 2. 
Gk -l/2 
~_mm2’-‘(k-1)!=e ’ 
For ease of exposition, proofs of the theorems are given in the next section. The 
numerical values of Gk as illustrated in Table 1 are instructive: For large k, the k-OPT 
neighborhood is a very large search space for TSP local search heuristics. Thus, the 
effectiveness of the Lin-Kemighan heuristic, which frequently executes k-OPT with 
k % 20, is really quite remarkable. 
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Due to its simplicity, the 2-OPT heuristic is a frequently used local search TSP 
heuristic. The Lin-Kernighan heuristic, generally recognized as the champion among 
TSP heuristics, actually carries out (variable) k-OPT transformation of tours via 
sequences of ~-OPTS judiciously determined by breadth and depth searches. For 
details, see [2,3]. Thus, if one regards the computational effort required to transform 
one tour to another to be a truer measure of the distance between them, then a sensible 
definition of the distance d(T, T’) between tours T and T’ would be the minimal k for 
which there exists a sequence of k ~-OPTS which transforms T to T’. 
Folk Theorem. Every k-OPT may be attained with a sequence of ~-OPTS. 
It seems that everyone believes this theorem to be trivially true. However, we have 
not been able to locate a published proof. The theorem below gives a sharper esult on 
the relation between k-OPT and 2-OPT. 
Theorem 3. Every k-OPT may be attained with a sequence of k or fewer ~-OPTS. 
It follows from Theorem 3 (proved in the next section) that 
d(T, T’) < D(T, T’), T, T’ E 9-. 
To get an impression of how much the distance d is smaller than D, we computed 
N(m, k), defined to be the number of genuine k-OPTS T’ of T with d(T, T’) = m, for 
k = 3,4,..., 8 and m < k. The results are tabulated in Table 2. 
We conjecture that the computation of d is NP-hard. In any event, we were not able 
to carry out the computation systematically beyond k = 8. Nevertheless, our 
computational experiments for k > 8 suggest that for large k’s the distribution 
of the ratios 
d(T, i”‘) 
D(T,’ 
T,TE9-, 
has a very small variance with the mass concentrated around 0.85. 
Thus, it appears that the easily computed metric D, though based upon the formal 
difference between tours, reflects well the computational effort required to transform 
one tour to another. 
3. Notation, examples, and proofs 
Deleting k links from a tour T results in k disjoint tour segments. We assume these 
tour segments are not isolated nodes. Label the segments (l), (2), (3),-and so on. 
Arbitrarily fix an orientation for each tour segment. The symbol [m] means segment 
(m) is to be traversed in the chosen orientation, and [ -m] means it is to be traversed 
in the opposite orientation. Linking of tour segments i  represented by concatenation 
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of such symbols. Thus, if the orientations of the segments are chosen to be consistent 
with a tour T, then T may be represented by the string 
VI PI c31 C4l**G - 11 WI 
with the understanding that the tail [k] is linked to the head [l] of the string. 
Reconnecting the k segments into a k-OPT of T then amounts to forming a signed 
cyclic permutation of { 1,2, . . . , k}. For example, among the 2k- ‘(k - l)! possibilities is 
the tour 
[2] [ -k]...[ -31 [l] [k - l] [ -41. 
Since a tour may be traversed in either orientation, the above string represents the 
same tour as 
C41 C -(k - 01 I: - 11 CW..Ckl C -21. 
A 2-OPT invovles the breaking of a tour into two segments, reorienting one, then 
reconnecting. It may be specified by underlining the segment hat is to be reoriented. 
For example, 
PI PI CA PI+ - 11 fkl and El1 PI PI PWtk - 11 WI - 
specify the same 2-OPT transformation to 
[l] [ -3][ -23 [4]...[k - 11 [k]. 
Example 1. The tour [l] [ - 5][3] [ - 6][ - 2][ -41 is a 6-OPT of [l] [2] [3] 
[4] [S] [6]. It can be obtained as a sequence of four ~-OPTS: 
Cl1 PI C31 C41 C51 PI I-+ C - 61 PI C31 C41 C51 C - 11 - - - 
~[:-61C-21C31C4lC51C-11 
++C--1C-21C-41C-31C51C-11 
++C -61 C -21 C -41 Cl1 C -51 C31 
If a k-OPT T of T can be obtained by a sequence of ~-OPTS, then T can be 
obtained from T by applying the same sequence of ~-OPTS in reverse order. Thus, 
instead of considering how a k-OPT may be accomplished by a sequence of ~-OPTS, 
we may as well consider how an arbitrary string may be transformed to [l] [2]--.[k] 
by a sequence of ~-OPTS. 
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Example 2. There are eight distinct ~-OPTS. Below, we list how they may be 
transformed into [l] [2] [3] by a sequence of three or fewer ~-OPTS: 
Cl3 PI c31; 
Cl1 c - 21 c31 
Cl1 c21 c - 31 
Cl1 c - 31 c21 
Cl1 c31 c -21 
Clli--2lC-31 
Cl1 c -31 c -21 
Cl1 c31 c21 - 
H Cl1 c21 c31; 
H Cl1 c21 c31; 
H cm-21~31 H Cl1 c21 c31; 
H Cl1 c21 c -31 H Cl1 c21 c31; 
H cm21c-31 H PI [I21 31; 
H Cl1 121 c31; 
H c -1lC31C21 ++ c - 11 c -31 c21 
H [-l][-3][-21 = Cl1 c21 c31- 
We write [m, m + l] for [m] [m + l] or [ - (m + l), -m] for [ - (m + l)] [ -m] 
to emphasize that it is a tour segment of [l] [2]-..[k]. We use [ + + + ] to represent 
a string of tour segments traversed in their chosen orientations, and use [ - - - ] to 
represent a string of tour segments traversed opposite to their chosen orientations. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Call a signed cyclic permuation of {1,2, . . . , m> with segment (1) 
positively oriented an m-string. Call the operation of a 2-OPT ajlip. We have to show 
that it takes m flips or fewer to transform an m-string into the base string [l] [2]-..[m]. 
Let P(m), m > 2, be the two part proposition that 
Pl (m): if an m-string contains only positive lements, then it takes mJlips orfewer to 
transform it into the base string; 
P2(m): if an m-string has both positive and negative lements, then it takes strictly 
fewer than m Pips to transfer it into the base string. 
For m = 2, P(m) is trivially true. For m = 3, Example 2 showed that P(m) is true. We 
shall show that P(m) is true for all m; which is a slightly stronger result than 
Theorem 3 as stated. 
Explicitly, from the induction hypothesis that P(m) is true for all m < k we shall 
prove that P(k) is true. 
Consider an arbitrary k-string. Suppose it has only positive elements. If [2] 
immediately follows [l], then the string is really a (k - l)-string. Otherwise, the string 
has the form Cl] [ + + + ] [2] [ + + + ] where the positive second substring may 
be empty. Then two flips 
c11c+ + +3[21[+ + +lH[-lI[+ + +3[2][+ + +] - 
NC-- - -1c11c21c+ + +I 
= [ - - -][1,2] [ + + +] 
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transform this k-string into a (k - l)-string which has both positive and negative 
elements. Then by P2(k - l), it takes a total of strictlyfewer than (k - 1) + 2 flips to 
transform this k-string into the base string. Hence, Pi(k) is true. 
To deal with k-strings with both positive and negative elements, we first prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma. Zf a k-string has two disjoint substrings of negative elements, then it can be 
transformed into the base string in strictly fewer than k Pips. 
Proof. A k-string that has negative elements contains consecutive lements (P) and 
(p + 1) that have opposite signs. If the k-string actually has two disjoint negative 
substrings, then regardless of the relative positions of (p) and (p + l), we may join 
them into a tour segment [p,p + l] or [ - (p + l), -p] with a single flip to obtain 
a (k - 1)-string which has both positive and negative elements. Thus, by P2(k - l), it 
takes strictly fewer than k flips to transform the k-string into the base string. 0 
Thus, to prove P2(k), only those k-strings with a single substring of negative 
elements remain to be considered. We shall exhaustively show how subsets of these 
k-strings may be transformed into the base string by strictly fewer than k flips. To save 
words, we shall end our argument tersely for each case with an assertion such as: 
Apply P2(k - 1) and be done. 
Let(r) be the smallest, and (s) be the largest element in the negative substring. Note 
that (i) r > 2 and s < k, (ii) it is possible that r = s, and (iii) (r - 1) and (s + 1) are 
positive elements. [N.B. If s = k then (s + 1) = (l).] 
Suppose s < k and consider the following two cases: 
Case A: [s + l] is between [l] and [ -s]. The flip 
[l]*.*[s + l]..$- -s]***l+[l]***[ - (s + l), s]... 
yields a (k - 1)-string with opposite signs. Apply P2(k - 1) and be done. 
Case B: [ - s] is between [l] and [s + 11. Since the k-string has only one negative 
substring, it has the form 
[l](+ + +)(- - -)[-s](- - -)(+ + +)[s+ l](+ + +) 
where the substrings ( + + + ) and (- - -) may be empty. If either the negative 
substring in front of [ -s] or the positive substring in front of [s + l] is nonempty, 
then the flip 
Cll(+ + +)(- - -)C--sl(- - -)( + + +)[s+ l]( + + +) 
H [l]*.*[ - - -I***[$ s + 11s.. 
yields a (k - 1)-string with opposite signs. Apply P2(k - 1) and be done. 
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If s = k, then identifying [s + l] with [l] in the flip in Case B yields the (k - l)- 
string 
[I]...[ - - -]..+‘k] 
with opposite signs. Apply P2(k - 1) and be done. 
Thus, only those k-strings with the form 
[l](+++)[-s](---)[s+l](+++) 
needed to be considered further. By a completely symmetric argument, one shows that 
only those k-strings with the form 
[11(+ + +)[r--ll(-- -)[-r](+ + +) 
needed to be considered further. 
Hence, only those k-strings with the form 
[l](+++)[r-l][-s](---)[-r][s+l](+++) 
needed to be considered further. For such a k-string, flipping the whole negative 
substring yields a (k - 2)-s&g 
[l]( + + +)[r - l,r]( + + +)[s,s + l]( + + +) 
with only positive signs. Apply Pl(k - 2) and be done. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. With the representation of tours by strings, a genuine k-OPT 
transformed tour contains no consecutive positive segments [i] [i + l] or negative 
segments [ -(j + l)] [ -j]. 
Consider a genuine k-OPT expressed as a string with segment (1) positive. Suppose 
the segment (k) is removed from the string, leaving a signed cyclic permutation of 
1,2, . ..) k - 1. There are two ways how this (k - l)-string may turn out not to be 
a genuine (k - l)-OPT: 
P: The neighbours of segment (k) are consecutive; removing (k) will join them. 
For example, . ..[i] (k) [i + l]... . 
Q: [k - l] precedes Cl]; removing (k) will join them. 
Schematically, ... [k - l] [l]..(k)... . 
These two cases may occur independently. Thus, there are four (exhaustive) scenarios 
resulting from removing segment (k): 
(A) 1 P&l Q, resulting in a genuine (k - l)-OPT; 
(B) P & Q, resulting in a genuine (k - 3)-OPT; 
(C) P &lQ, resulting in a genuine (k - 2)-OPT; 
(D) 1P & Q, resulting in a genuine (k - 2)-OPT. 
Let us count the number of ways scenario (A) may occur. Do so by considering how 
segment (k) may be inserted into a genuine (k - l)-OPT to yield a genuine k-OPT 
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which satisfies (A). 
To have in string Restriction # Possible intersections 
PI 6% Ck - 11 [k] must not preceed [l] k-3 
and not follow [k - l] 
WI & C - (k - 111 [k] must preceed [l] k-2 
[ -k] & [k - l] no restrictions k-l 
[ -k] L [ - (k - l)] [ -k] must not preceed k-2 
C -(k - 111 
Let Gk+- I and Gk_ 1 be respectively the number of genuine (k - l)-OPTS with segment 
(k - 1) positively and negatively oriented. Necessarily, Gk_ 1 = Gkf_ r + CL_ 1. By the 
above considerations on insertions, the number of genuine k-OPTS which satisfy (A) is 
((k - 3) + (k - l))G,+_, + ((k - 2) + (k - 2))G,, = (2k - 4)Gk.m1. 
We turn now to consider how a genuine k-OPT satisfying (B) may be generated by 
inserting segment (k) into a (k - l)-OPT which is a genuine (k - 3)-OPT. Note that 
P implies that (k) must be inserted between consecutive segments, while Q implies that 
the (k - l)-OPT has [k - l] preceding [l]. For example, the (k - I)-OPT may look 
like 
. ..[k - l] [l]...[i] [i + l]... 
and (k) is to be inserted between [i] and [i + 11. (N.B. Consecutive pairs such as 
[k - l] [l], [i] [i + 11, and [ - (j + l)] [ -j] are considered as single segments when 
the string is viewed as a genuine (k - 3)-OPT.) Since there are k - 2 possible 
placements of the consecutive pair, and since (k) may be oriented positively or 
negatively, there are all together 2(k - 2)Gk- 3 ways to generate a genuine k-OPT 
which satisfy (B). 
Similar reasoning shows that there are 2(k - 2)Gk_Z ways to generate a genuine 
k-OPT which satisfies (C), and there are (2k - 3) Gk_ z ways to generate a genuine 
k-OPT which satisfies (D). 
Summing up, we conclude that Gk is related to Gk_ r, Gk_ 2, and Gk_ 3 by the 
recursive formula 
Gk = (2k - 4)Gk_r + (4k - 7)Gk_2 + (2k - 4)GL_+ q 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider k-OPTS as strings of k segments. The successor of 
a segment (i) is (i + l), that of(k) is (1). A segment and its successor are said to be joined 
if they appear as [i, i + l] or [ - (i + l), -i] in the string. 
There are 2’- 1 (k - 1) ! possible k-OPTS, each represented as a string with segment 
(1) positive. Among them, there are 
2k-m-‘(k - rn - l)! 
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strings which have at least m ( < k - 1) segments joined to their successors. This is so 
since coalescing m joined pairs of segments yields a (k - m)-OPT. 
Pick a k-OPT at random. The probability of any particular k-OPT being picked is 
(2“-‘(k - l)!))‘. Let Bi be the event that segment (i) and its successor are joined. 
1 - P(chosen k-OPT is genuine) 
=FP(Bi)- C P(Bi,nBi,)+...+(-l)k’lP(BlnB,A...nBk) 
il <iz 
2k-2(k - 2)! 
= k’2k-‘(k _ l)! - 
k 2k-3(k - 3)! 
0 2 2k-1(k - l)! + 
k 2k-4(k - 4)! 
0 3 2k-‘(k - l)! 
+ ... + (-1)k 2*-&)!+(-1)k+1(;)2*-l(;-l)! 
kl k 1 k 1 _ -.- 
=k_1’2-k_2’222!+k-3 2331 
k 1 1 
+ “’ + ( -l)k i’2k-‘(k _ I)! +( -l)k+ll. 2k-’ (k - l)!’ 
Comparing the above expression with 
,-l/2= 1 _A+--_ 1 2’3!+“.+(-1)“2”n!+‘..’ 1 1 
2 222! 
we see that 
e- 112 - P (chosen k-OPT is genuine) = Sk + Tk 
where 
11 2 1 3 1 k-l 1 -._--.- 
sk=k_l 2 k-2 222!+k-233!+ 
- . ..+(-l)k--’ 
1 2k-‘(k - l)! 
and Tk is the tail of e- ‘I2 starting from the term ( - l)k-‘/(2k+‘(k - l)!). 
Since Tk -+ 0 as k + 00, to establish the theorem we only have to show that Sk + 0 
ask+cc. 
Simplifying the terms of Sk and taking absolute values leads to 
,Sk,<L _!_.1 1.1 1 
k-l+k-2 2+k-3 222!+ 
#.. + 1. 
2k-2(k - 2)!’ 
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The sum of the first L fi J t erms in this expression is less than L & J/(k - L 41). 
The remaining terms are of the form 
1 1 
1_1’2k_‘(k - I)!’ 
for L &] + 1 < k - I< k - 2. Since wk_z = 1/2k-‘(k - I)! is the (k - I+ 1)th term 
in the Taylor series for e1’2, given any E > 0, we can choose k large enough so that 
L.&II&-L&<&and 
c Wi < E 
i=L& J+l 
to ensure that 2 1 Sk 1 c 2~. Hence, Sk --* 0. 0 
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